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Solver description

BTD and miniBTD are written in C++ and both implement the algorithm
BTD-MAC+RST+Merge [2]. This algorithm exploits the structure of CSP instances thanks to the notion of tree-decomposition [3].
For the competition, we have made the following choices:
– the tree-decompositions are computed thanks to the heuristic H5 -TD-WT
[2]
– dom/wdeg [1] is exploited for ordering the variables inside a cluster,
– lexico is used as value ordering heuristic,
– generalized arc-consistency is enforced by a propagation-based system exploiting events,
– restarts are performed according to a geometric restart policy based on the
number of backtrack with an initial cutoff set to 100 and an increasing factor
set to 1.1,
– the first root cluster is the cluster having the maximum ratio number of
constraints to its size minus one and then, at each restart, the selected root
cluster is one which maximizes the sum of the weights of the constraints
whose scope intersects the cluster.
Note that, at now, BTD only takes into account the following constraints:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

intension,
extension,
allDifferent (the element <except> is not supported),
allEqual,
ordered,
sum,
maximum (the variant <arg_max> is not supported),
minimum (the variant <arg_min> is not supported),
element,
channel,
noOverlap (only the one dimensional form),
instantiation.
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Command line

BTD and miniBTD can be launched thanks to the following command line:
SOLVER 3 TIMELIMIT BENCHNAME
where:
– SOLVER is the path to the executable BTD or miniBTD,
– TIMELIMIT is the number of seconds allowed for solving the instance,
– BENCHNAME is the name of the XML file representing the instance we want
to solve.
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